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My Dear Daughters, 
I have been speaking to you about the traits of a spiritual warrior! Those who have been called 
to active duty must be willing to serve in the highest capacity. They will as a result endure that 
which others will not. Webster defines endure as: to suffer something difficult without giving in. 
This is what a spiritual warrior has acquired in basic training. 
As a spiritual warrior you must be able tot keep one foot in front of the other without giving 
into personal feelings of resistance. 
  You must therefore be willing to confront the enemy . Webster defines confront as : to meet 
face to face with someone who has hostile or 
argumentative intent. 
A spiritual warrior is willing to stand face to face with the enemy knowing he has within all that 
it takes to fight the good fight! 
  He is not afraid to stand out as he has been instructed in the ways of a warrior. 
Never does he lose sight of what he is called to do and possesses an endurance which can only 
come from the Lord. A spiritual warrior may get knocked down but is able to persevere in the 
face of adversity! 
  This strength is as some would say super human as it comes directly from and through our 
Heavenly Father. 
The training afforded each in boot camp has resulted in an endurance which could only have 
been developed over time and rigorous training. 
That which you have learned up until this point in time will now serve you well in your role as a 
spiritual warrior. 
  In addition to that which boot camp has taught each of My Warriors you are understanding 
how you must now exercise your spiritual senses in order to respond to that which I as your 
Commander in Chief am guiding you towards. 
In order to fight the good fight you must exercise control over human emotions which the 
enemy will use against each of you! 
  This takes discipline . You must rely on Me for direction trusting in the strategic maneuvers 
which ch you will find yourselves participating in! 
Yes a spiritual warrior therefore actively participates in the greatest plan ever known to 
mankind as delegated by our Heavenly Father! 
Yes every detail has and is being attended to! That is who I call it My Supreme Army 
                                           


